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From the Editor:

Greetings! and welcome to Edge of the
Wild for Autumn 2019! With this issue, we
are beginning what we are calling ‘Phase
Three’, which should take us through the
next two years or so. While the issues of
our first ‘phase’ of publishing in 2016 were
simple collections of content (often projects we were working on at the time),
those of ‘Phase Two’ were themed around
a particular culture or region of Middleearth. With Phase Three, however, we will
be trying something a little different: each
issue in this phase will be themed around a
single broad topic, which we will use as a
lens to examine any and all cultures of
Middle-earth.
With Autumn being the season of harvest
and feasting, we felt it would be appropriate to kick things off with a topic we know
everyone can relate to—FOOD!
We hope you will enjoy, and thank you for
reading!
-A. Hollis
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'There is food in the wild,' said Strider;
'berry, root, and herb; and I have some
skill as a hunter at need. You need not be
afraid of starving before winter comes.
But gathering and catching food is long
and weary work, and we need haste.
So tighten your belts, and think with hope
of the tables of Elrond's house!'
-- The Lord of the Rings, Book I, Chapter 11:
A Knife in the Dark
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Foods of Middle-earth

A. Hollis

Bree:
Hot soup, cold meats, blackberry tart, apple,
bread, butter, ripe cheese, goose, horse; beer.
Rohan:
-Wine. (Not enough time is spent in Rohan
proper in a non-martial setting to allow for a
more detailed view of their consumables.
Orcs of Isengard:
Hard grey bread, raw dried flesh; orc-liquor
(medicinal?).
Men of Isengard:
Bread, salted pork, bacon, butter, honey; wine,
beer (vegetables are implied via delivery).
Gondor:
Waybread and cordial (late Second Age); olive,
bay; thymes, sages, marjorams, parsleys; salted
meats, apples, dried fruits, butter, red cheese;
bread, white cakes; ale, white wine, milk.

While this list may seem all too familiar to the

old hands who long ago combed their paperbacks for every last snippet of worldbuilding
detail, it seemed appropriate to us to open the
Food Issue with a simple compilation of all the
various foods which Tolkien mentions in his
writings of Middle-earth (with a focus on the
late Third Age).
We begin with those foods and drinks appearing in The Hobbit, and continuing through his
various volumes. For brevity’s sake, where a
food is repeated in the same region in a later
work, we have opted to omit it.
The Shire (The Hobbit):
Seed-cakes, butter, cheese, scones, jam
(raspberry), apple-tart/pastry, mince-pies, porkpie, onions, salad, eggs, cold chicken, tomatoes
(replaced with ‘pickles’ in the 1960 edition), bacon, honey/comb, “spices”; beer, cider, tea,
coffee (removed in 1960 edition), red wine, ale.
Wilderland:
Available to forage: blackberries, hawthornberries, sorrel, strawberries, thyme, sage, marjoram; lamb, beef; clotted cream, butter, honey,
bread; nuts, flour, dried fruit, twice-baked
Beorning cakes, cram, pie (meat or vegetable?);
mead, wine (mention is made of vineyards of
Men).
The Shire (Lord of the Rings):
Cabbage, potatoes, apples, turnips, peas, carrots,
beans (Tom Bombadil), lettuce, strawberries,
berries, herbs, mushrooms; chestnuts, plums;
barley, bread, dumplings; fish & chips, duck;
cream, milk.

*Per The Peoples of Middle-earth (History of
Middle-earth Volume 12), the Drúedain were
fond of eating fungi, and those tribes living
along the western shores are implied to have a
diet of various birds and fish.
Elves:
Bread, lembas (Lorien), fruit, wild game, “roast
meats”; white mead, miruvor.
As you can see from this list, if one wishes to
most simply and authentically portray almost
any culture of Middle-earth, you cannot go
wrong by starting with dried fruit, bread, and
cheese!
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A Proper Cooking Fire

G. Lammers

When building a fire to cook on in the one- or two-layer bed of sticks to place your

burning tinder on, and then build your lean-to
or 'teepee' above that.
2) You will find that the air required to get a fire
going isn’t the same as the air required to get an
established fire extra-hot. The space between
sticks must be intentional or else your meager
flames will choke on their own smoke and go
out. As you add more material and coals begin
to develop, you will find that wood can be
stacked closer, and that the coals grow hotter
and stronger in these enclosed spaces. Similar
to how a blacksmith 'banks' his fire by burying
it with unlit coal, this creates an 'oven' in which
the heat fuels more heat. Blowing into these
condensed spaces yields impressive results.
3) Once hot coals are established, scooping
them together to 'fence them in' with large material to create 2-3 inches of glowing embers
will ensure that the heat absorbed by cookpots
or dripping fat off suspended meats does not
put coals out, but is constantly replaced by their
neighboring glowing chunks.

woods, the approach should not be the same as
building a “bonfire” for recreation in one's
backyard. The goal is not to create a tall or
large fire, but rather a hot and highly concentrated fire with low flames for maximum efficiency and minimal burnt food.
But first, we must understand the anatomy of
fire. For this, we'll say that fire has two parts,
though it can get much more complicated and
scientific than that. The two parts we care
about are the coals and the flames. Flames,
though the most prominent and pretty part of a
fire, are not the hottest by far. They are also
not what can keep a fire burning for untold
hours during a cold night. A bed of coals far
exceeds the temperature of a flickering flame,
and is highly desirable for both heating and
cooking purposes. To get an efficient bed of
coals, we must also understand what fuels
fire. Most people know that, in addition to a
spark or heat source, fuel and oxygen are required. Our fuel is, of course, tinder, kindling,
and eventually wood. However, the way we deliver oxygen to the fire at various stages changes
how hot and how efficient our cooking and
heating fires are. Let's start from the beginning
now.
1) If we build a lean-to out of sticks to place a
burning bundle of tinder beneath, the sticks are
likely to collapse shortly, and often separate. Burning fuel feeds off of other burning
fuel, so if this collapse doesn't land just-so, we
can lose our hard-earned flame quite quickly. To assist in building a hot foundation that
will keep our sticks burning, first lay down a

Applying these considerations to your next
cook fire will set you up for a successful meal
and provide a strong foundation for a heating
fire that can—and will—last through a cold
night.
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Dumplings for the Trail

A. Hollis

“Pippin roused a good deal of laughter with an account of the collapse of the roof of the Town Hole in Michel
Delving: Will Whitfoot, the Mayor, and the fattest hobbit in the Westfarthing, had been buried in chalk, and
came out like a floured dumpling.” — The Lord of the Rings, Book I: Chapter 9: At the Sign of the
Prancing Pony.
While they may not be the most exciting Into this depression, carefully and slowly pour a
small amount of water—no more than a tablefoodstuff to eat on the trail, dumplings are one
spoon at first. Next, stir the flour and water toof the few specific foods indirectly mentioned by
gether in the center. When the flour begins
Tolkien. All that is necessary for making dumpforming small pieces, remove from the bag and
lings is flour and water, so it is conceivable that
press or roll into balls by hand..
any culture that bakes bread (seemingly all save
the Drúedain) could also make dumplings. Do- Once you have made your desired amount of
ing so on the trail or in camp is a straightfor- dough-balls, all that remains is to drop the balls
ward process, needing only a bag of finely- into boiling water and boil for around ten
ground flour, a spoon or fork, a cup and cook- minutes (longer for larger dumplings). Use a
spoon to remove from the water, let cool a mipot of water, and a hot fire.
nute or two, then eat while still warm (dipped in
Begin by rolling down the top of your bag of
crystalized honey is a personal favorite of this
flour and forming a small depression in the
Bounder!), or add to a communal soup.
center; rather than use a separate bowl, this will
(1) Rateliff: History of The Hobbit, p. 241.
be where the dumplings will be formed.

(While larger amounts may have been carried
for trade between settlements in weatherproof
kegs, casks, or canisters, we have text evidence
for the smaller amounts of flour needed by
travelers being carried “in bags”) (1).
Edge of the Wild
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Harvest Apple Pork
“There was beer in plenty, and a mighty dish of mushrooms and bacon, besides much other solid farmhouse
fare. The dogs lay by the fire and gnawed rinds and
cracked bones.” - The Lord of the Rings, Book I:
Chapter 4: A Shortcut to Mushrooms.

J. Corcoran

Cover and let stand in the heat, stirring often
enough to keep the mess from burning.
When the apples are almost soft enough, salt to
taste and stir in the cheese.
When the cheese is fully melted in, remove

The mornings turn chill, the first leaves fade, from the coals and serve at once.

and the smell of apples is on the air. This Variations:
hearty dish is perfect for the first sparkling days
The above preparation is perfect for Hobbit
of autumn, whether as part of a sturdy workchildren and those who prefer simple fare.
man’s breakfast or a cozy afternoon tea.
If one is serving for a more lordly host, Mrs.
Marigold has at last shared her secret:
First gather your necessaries:
A pound of sausage

Take about a quarter pound of liver and cut fiA pound of apples—green, tart and firm are
ne. (Goose is best, chicken will do).
best. Peel and core the apples, then chop to
Add the liver to the pot with the sausage, cookpieces a bit smaller than a walnut.
ing the two together. At the end add splashes
A pound of cheese - a sharp cheddar preferred. of cider vinegar (or even sherry!) to taste.
Grate the cheese, or chop fine.
A half pound of onions, chopped fine.
A half pound of dark raisins.
And set all to the fire:
Set your large iron pot upon the hot coals and
allow it to come to heat.
When a splash of water will sizzle on the surface, add the sausage to the pot.
Stir until the sausage it just browns and the juices begin to collect - then stir in the onion to
soak up the liquid. Sprinkle in a few pinches of
salt while the onions cook down.
Once the onions have started to cook down,
stir in the apples and raisins.
Edge of the Wild
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In a Hole in the Ground
There Baked a Turnip

E. Meulemans

Baking as a form of food preparation is per- or a stick. Comprised of a main bowl-shaped

chamber with a vertical shaft at its rear serving
as a chimney, and a larger opening opposite, it
was dug on a mild slope with the chimney on
the high side. The soil I had to work with was
clay-rich, so packing the interior smooth and
using the spoil from the hole to further form
the opening and flue was easily accomplished.
A fire was then lit within, and allowed to burn
hotly for two or three hours. The walls of the
oven could be seen to turn lighter, but unlike a
standalone earth oven, in this one we are
fighting the mass of the entirety of the ground
around it, which is certainly not warm enough
to bake with. Because of this, rather than rake
out all of the coals as is usual in such practice, I
instead pushed them to the front and rear of
the oven and then loaded in two turnips and
two white sweet potatoes. The flue and opening
were then covered over and lightly collapsed.

haps as absent on the trail as it is pervasive in
the kitchen, but this need not be so. Simplyconstructed earth ovens provide an opportunity
to expand our techniques and results, and present some advantages over an open fire.
Firstly, of course, is that even when firing, the
flame of the oven is concealed from most directions, which some may consider of benefit; during the actual cooking cycle, there is no visible
flame or smoke at all, and one may even go
about their business elsewhere while waiting for
dinner. For the same reason, it is a good candidate in foul weather where rain or wind may
otherwise be bothersome.
The culinary versatility of potatoes are well
known to us, and the perhaps lesser-esteemed
turnip is similarly useful when boiled, mashed,
or in soups and stews. They can also be baked
of course, and there are many ways to do this,
from simply coating in clay and setting in the
embers, to dedicated earthen or cob ovens.
What is presented here is nothing more than a
hole in the ground, hand dug with simple tools

Almost three hours later, I dug them all out,
and while the potatoes were perfectly done, I’m
sorry to say the turnips were undercooked.
While it was no matter to me, it was a good reminder to try and keep everything of similar dimensions or cooking times. For the most part
the skins peeled easily, and the turnips were
chopped up and lightly mashed with butter and
salt. The sweet potatoes paired well with the
turnips, both in taste and texture, providing
some contrast of each as well as some colour. I
find this method of baking especially well suited
to root vegetables, for where better to cook
them than in the ground from which they
came?
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What has it got in its pocketses?
Hands, knife or...SOUP?

E. Burton

Portable soup, also known as veal glew, pocket carry some. It might not be the lembas-like sus-

tenance that Byrd describes, but it will certainly
add some nutrients and flavor to dry goods prepared on the trail. Modern kitchen conveniences make the task of preparing portable soup
much less daunting than it was in the past, but
the process remains quite similar (4).

soup, or portmanteau pottage, is an early form
of dehydrated soup base, prepared by cooking
and drying meat broth until it solidifies (1). Sir
Hugh Plat described portable soup in unpublished notes in the late sixteenth century,
writing that a broth made from the boiled feet
or legs of six to eight cows could be reduced
until stiff and then air-dried in the dry winter
months on clean cloth and cut into pieces (2).
He believed that this “gelly”, which would keep
for years, and would make an ideal “Victual of
Warr” for soldiers and sailors. Over a century
later, William Byrd recommended “glue-broth”
to “all those whose business or diversion shall
oblige them to live any time in the woods”, describing it as “a wholesome kind of food, of
very small weight and very great nourishment”
and writing that “if you should be faint with
fasting or fatigue, let a small piece of this glue
melt in your mouth, and you will find yourself
surprisingly refreshed. One pound of this cookery would keep a man in good heart above a
month, and is not only nourishing, but likewise
very wholesome” (3).
While portable soup was very useful to soldiers,
sailors, and explorers of the 17th and 18th centuries, it was also quite difficult to make. Byrd
describes a similar method, but recommends leg
of beef, venison, or “any other young meat”, in
addition to veal.
Tolkien makes no mention of pocket soup, but
his Rangers are certainly of a business that
obliges them to live in the woods, so a Middleearth reenactor doing the same might wish to

Equipment:
Ingredients:
Slow cooker
Tough cut of meat
Drying rack
Water
Electric fan
Time (about a week)
Tough cuts of meat containing large amounts
of connective tissue are best for making portable soup. The collagen in these cuts of meat
will be converted to gelatin, which is what
makes the final product solid enough to be carried in a pocket. Many cuts of meat might be
suitable for making portable soup, including
beef shank or oxtail, but I often use chicken
feet, which I can get from an international market for about $3/pound [Editor’s Note: for
beef or larger animals, try checking with
your local butcher for neck meat].
In my latest batch, I used about three pounds
of chicken feet and added enough water to cover the meat in my slow cooker, which ended up
being about 2 quarts. After allowing the meat to
cook for 10 hours on low, I strained out the
chicken feet, moved the broth to a clean bowl,
and allowed the broth to cool so any fat would
rise to the surface. I skimmed off the fat, then
returned the broth to the (cleaned) slow cooker.
Again on low, I reduced the broth in the slow
cooker by about half, which took another 10
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hours. I then allowed the broth to cool comCandied Walnut trail mix
pletely to see if it would solidify into a stiff gel
at room temperature. It did, but if it had not, I
(B. Holmes)
would have let it cook longer. After running a
spatula around the edge of the slow cooker to
release the gelled broth, I turned it out onto a This snack is a great way to break up some of
drying rack in front of a small electric fan.
the salty blandness of standard trail food, and
gives you a bit of protein and carbs for a nice
energy boost when on the move.
Ingredients:
6 Parts Walnuts
1 Part Honey
Dash of Cinnamon
Mix well in a large bowl, spread onto baking
The drying rack and constant airflow from the sheet, and bake for approximately 30 minutes
fan caused the broth to dry to a leather-like at 350°F until crisped.
consistency in about four days, but the drying
time will vary based on temperature and humidity. Using scissors, I cut the now portable soup
into small pieces, wrapped the pieces in paper,
and stored the parcel in a cool, dry place for later use.
References:
(1) Townsend, Jon (2017). “Easiest Way to
Make Portable Soup”
(2) Mamane, Rachael (2017). “Mastering Stocks
and Broths: A Comprehensive Culinary Approach Using Traditional Techniques and NoWaste Methods”, p.39
(3) Byrd, William (1728-1736). “The Westover
Manuscripts”, p. 69-70
(4) Method taken from Townsends’ video
“Easiest Way to Make Portable Soup” (2015)
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From The Receipt Book of Mrs. Ann
Blenowe (1694), a description of the rather arduous process of making “veal
glew”, or portable soup:
“To Make Veal Glew - Take a Leg of Veal,
when ye fat is cut clean off, make a very
strong broth of it & strain it thro a fine
sieve that it may be clear. When this is
done to ye broth into a [broad] flat stew
pan that will hold it all, set it on a high
Chaffindish of Charkcoal, & stir it continually about that it may neither burn nor
boyle ye whole time ‘tis on ye fire, which
must be about seven hours. After you set
it by in your pan for a day or two, then put
it out & scrape off the settlement if any.
Put ye clean jelly into a China Dish &

place it in a Stewpan of hot Water, placing
it on a Chaffin of Charkcoal; then ye hot
water in ye pan must be kept boyling, till
by ye steam ye jelly grow of a Glewish
substance, which it will do in two or three
[hours]. -- You may know when it is done
enough by putting a Little by to be cold; if
‘twill cut like a soft cheese it is as it could
be. -- Put it into little sweetmeat pots till it
is quite cold; then you may take it out &
wrap it in flanell & afterward in paper & it
will keep many years. -- A piece ye bigness
of a Nutmeg will make half a pint of
broth. The whole Leg of Veal, unless very
large, will not make a piece of Glew
[bigger] than your hand. It is made into
broth by pouring hot [water onto] it.”

At left, the
flavor of a
Bree-land
woodsman’s
trail food is
enhanced by

the addition
of pocket
soup squares.
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About Us

The Middle-earth Reenactment Society is dedicated to the furthering of
J.R.R. Tolkien cultural studies, within the framework of ‘historical’ reenactment.
We exist to recreate the cultures of Middle-earth in both form and function,
and to mold ourselves into peoples fitting to associate with and live as members of
these fully-realized cultures.
A part of the middleearthrangers.org Tolkien re-creation community, the Society publishes the online quarterly periodical Edge of the Wild, showcasing new research,
methods, materials, and instructional articles, while meeting throughout the year at
various sites deemed ‘wild’ enough to still capture the reality and imagination of the
wild lands envisioned within the pages of Tolkien’s works.
To subscribe to the newsletter and receive future issues of Edge of the Wild sent
directly to your inbox, contact us at middleearthreenactmentsociety@gmail.com
or find us on Facebook as ‘Middle-earth Reenactment Society’.
To apply for membership, please send a head-to-toe portrait photo and a detailed
description of your impression!

Society News

As seasons change, our Members are already taking full advantage of the
cooler weather. A recent outing provided opportunities for
scouting new terrain, constructing natural shelters, and
experimentation with bedding materials.
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